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in /etc me getting another laptop right now katie11: okay.. then, just do it. is it more complicated then, like, pulling off the
housing, the hd, and replacing the hd with a new one? katie11, it's doable. of course, you'll have to repartition katie11: depends.

i guess you could replace the video card and install a new driver but that is a lot of work. katie11, but hey, not a real do-it-
yourselfer I take it. i.e. not the same person. if i were to do it myself, i'd have to follow instructions, like, remove the hard drive
and replace it with a new one? I think you would need to do a clean install of 16.10 katie11. katie11, yes katie11: yes katie11,
with the exception of the bios, any hard drive or laptop is plug and play you need to backup your /home and the data on the
drive. then make the backup onto a usb disk or hd. katie11: its really not that much work. okay. well, i'll do it in like a few

months when i've got everything else lined up, i've been thinking about building a new machine myself i think it's better to do it
when i'm not too busy with school. katie11: but why do you want to make it yourself? because i know what i'm doing, i just am
a little impatient katie11: ah.. but you haven't done anything like that before. you cant expect someone to do it for you katie11:

what if you break it? you will have to reinstall it. katie11, you can do it at the end of the term.
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When I try to run it, a message
appears on the screen: "A valid
graphics configuration file was not
found, run the configuration tool
and save. If I try to run the tool,
the message "Can't run the tweak
tool due to problems with its
configuration" appears. If I try to
launch the setup tool using the
desktop shortcut, I get the message
"Can't open file. Cannot find file
path" if I try to run the tool using
the start button. I'm trying to run a
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graphics tool, but it comes up as a
"no valid graphics configuration
file found" error. fffad4f19a
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